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HARMONY today: Big Data Platform ready to run!

What’s next? 

Data collection and value demonstration

― Alignment regulations on data privacy 
― Implementation of compliance with all 

ethical rules and legislative frameworks
― SOP and data sharing agreements 
― Streamlining of processes for data flow
― Big Data Platform ready

― External: more awareness, more 
engagement 

― Internal: more commitment, more feel 
for Partnership

Public/Private Partners and 
Associated Members gearing up: 
6 Research Projects submitted.

HARMONY is ready to:

― Transfer data

― Make use of BigData analysis 
technologies offered by the 
HARMONY BigData Platform

― Submit more Research Projects

― Expand its Community

Achievements so far Ready to run



Some online statistics

Stats

Sessions: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 11833

Users: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 7553

Followers: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 549

Impressions: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 335700

Followers: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 122

Impressions: Jan 2017: 0 | Nov 2018: 17525

Members: Jan 2018: 0 | Nov 2018: 80

Sessions: Jan 2018: 0 | Nov 2018: 1208



Successful delivery underpinned by a successful 
communication strategy guided by a strong theme, 
creative concept and executed consistently in a 
inspiring look & feel, solid tone-of-voice in all channels 
by all who communicate!



HARMONY 2019 & 2020 Communication strategic imperatives: 

Focus on growing database, submit more HARMONY 

Research Projects and attract more ‘Data Providers’

Achievements so far Ready to run
‘Towards 100,000 datasets’  
campaign to reach out and 
enhance awareness

Sustain and increase 
momentum among 
multistakeholders

Boost community of data 
providers and projects 
proposals

Maximise clinical and societal 
value of database to all

Engage patients, nurses 
and their organisations

Expand HARMONY footprint

Key objectives Expected outcome

1.

2.

3.



‘Towards 100.000 
datasets 

campaign

All stakeholders

Reasons

• Support achieving the 
overall HARMONY goals
•Attract interest leading to 

new Associated Members
•Attract interest leading to 

new external relations 

100,000 reasons why HARMONY 
matters
• Need to accelerate HM/blood 

cancer research to improve 
patient outcomes

• Impact of Big Data analytics
• Progress: achievements and 

future plans
• Subsidy/investment well spent

Boost community 
of data 

providers

Engage 

patients

Clinicians
Researchers
Patient Cluster
Specialist  media

• Expand community of 
potential data providers 
• Expand number of 

Associated Members
• Stimulate project 

proposals
• Support quest for more 

data

HARMONY needs you
• What is in it for you?
• What has the Alliance 

achieved?
• How can you join? 
• Who else has joined?

Patient, nurses 
and parent 
organisations

• Expand HARMONY 
footprint
• Increase awareness of 

what Big Data can do for 
patients
• Fuel engagement 
• Support educational 

activities among 
organizations

Your benefit from HARMONY
• What is HARMONY doing for 

you?
• How can the Alliance’s 

achievements help you 
advocate your cause?

Messages

1.

2.

3.
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‘Towards 100.000 
datasets 

campaign

All 
stakeholders

Tactics 

•Dedicated articles and posts spotlighting 
projects (and organization and people)
• Presentations and/or sessions and/or 

booths by HARMONY Ambassadors at 
international conferences
• FAQ
• Consistent and strong branding (less is 

more), consistent tone of voice 

Boost community 
of data 

providers

Engage 

patients

Clinicians
Researchers
Patient Cluster
Specialist  
media

Patient, nurses 
and parent 
organisations

1.

2.

3.
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•Dedicated campaign landing page
• Recruitment kit for personalized and 

targeted approach 
•Onboarding kit (upgrade current 

materials)
• List of prospects (together with WP-

leads/KOLs and patient cluster)

• Community Platform
• www.harmony-alliance.eu
• Social Media 

• Websites-newsletters-
internal-presentations 
Partners/Ass.Members

• Funders websites-
newsletters-events

• Selected conferences

• Match-Making event
• EHA Hemasphere
• Editorial in other journals
• Hospital associations
• Annual 

events/websites/newslett
ers special interest groups

• Community Platform
• www.harmony-alliance.eu 

• Annual events/websites  
/newsletters of 
patient/nurses /parent 
organizations

• Masterclass(es)
• Subscription to HARMONY 

alerts (new content on 
landing page)

• Community Platform
• www.harmony-alliance.eu 

•Dedicated landing page with a wide 
ranges of info/educational bites in layman 
language such as: articles, videos, 
animations (base to be created by 
HARMONY, added with selection of 
existing materials)
•Mini-info-kits
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Challenges

Budget

– Increased need for 
awareness and knowledge 
transfer, in contrast with 
diminished resources for 
communications and 
disseminations

Time frame

– HARMONY is at the 
halfway point

– 2019 and 2020 critical 
years for make or break

– Need to deliver actionable 
results to ensure 
continuing support

Opportunities

― Focus has shifted from plans and processes 
to data

― Real data transferred

― Real examples that public-private 
partnerships work

― BigData Platform is being used

― Network effect from growing stakeholders 
numbers 

― Growing Publication opportunities arise 

― Headlines can be linked to real progress and 
results

Communication Dissemination Budget DoA
– Year 1 - 2017: 0,8 fte + € 107.200
– Year 2 - 2018: 0,8 fte + € 102.000
– Year 3 - 2019: 0,8 fte + € 49.200

request for at least an additional € 75.000
– Year 4 - 2020: 0,8 fte + € 102.800
– Year 5 – 2021: 0,8 fte + € 82.800



Powerful communications  messages are 
key success factor to multi-stakeholders’ 
engagements

― Multi-stakeholder 
communities 

― Clinicians/hematologists

― Researchers

― Expert media

― Patients, nurses, parent 
organisations

― Patients

People...

... are data

... generate data

... provide data

... analyse data

... advocate with data

... raise money with data

Maximise 
engagement



Prof. Antony Moorman: “Of course, we will continue with research. Of course, 

treating patients always will be done by doctors who are able to understand 

what data is telling us. But not only. Also patients will be and should be able to 

better understand their disease, IT experts will develop more and better 

algorithms to support decision making. It is all going to happen. But, this requires 

sharing data which is for multiple reasons a challenge. We must not be naïve in 

this. HARMONY should tackle these issues and that’s why we are all in it 

together. Sometimes it is easy, sometimes challenging, but we need to face it 

and deal with it. If we don’t do it, others will. We have 3 more years to go in 

HARMONY. Let’s spend the time in a wise and efficient manner and focus on 

delivering examples of what big data can mean for hematologists, patients, 

pharma etc. Yes, it is ambitious but with the right attitude we can do it.”



Successful 
communications 

strategy 

Engagement and support

Highest quality 
analyses

Awareness

100,000

Datasets

HARMONY Vision: “We trust that, by making use of BigData technologies, we can 
accelerate more efficient drug development, regulatory evaluation, access appraisal, 
and treatment strategies.”



Towards 100.000 datasets 

Lets discuss
Team WP7:
Carin Smand | Louise Hunault | Sanja Njegic | Ellen de Waal


